graphic exhibition kits

modular graphic exhibition kits
Display and communicate your graphic message on Abstracta Modular Exhibition Kits. The versatile stands
are lightweight and easy to assemble. Available in three kit sizes, each easily constructs a multitude of
designs from large free standing graphic stands to narrow graphic panels. Additional connectors and s-clips
are included for assembling towers and or accordion style arrangements.
Use the Graphic Exhibition Kits in a variety of venues and programs including lobbies, museums and
libraries. Weighing 6 lbs on average each, the stands can be moved and rearranged conveniently. The
graphics are visible from two sides and attach with panel clips, allowing them to change as needed.
All kits are comprised of ½” (13mm) 100% recyclable round steel tubing. Standard finishes include bright
chrome plating and a durable matte black powder coat. Easy to follow assembly instructions are included
illustrating configuration options for the most popular display designs. Additional components are available
separately for further expansions.
Please contact our sales team with all orders and questions.
as seen at

www.abstracta.com

info@abstracta.com
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exhibition kit options
large kit

25.48” (20.28’ & 4.69”)
15.08”

20.28” 		

20.28”
36.38” (31.18” & 4.69”)

10.39”

10.39 “

31.18 “

4.69”

$6856.50

Easily Constructs:
13 units Style D, E, or F or
20 units Style A, B, or C
medium kit

Easily Constructs:
8 units Style D, E, or F or
15 units Style A, B, or C

31.18 “

small kit

9”

A

B

C

D

E

F

9”

4.6

4.6

$5004.50

$3375.00

easily constructs:
5 units Style D, E, or F or

10 units Style A, B, or C

Units A, B, C, and D must be connected to another A, B, C, or D unit by using the S-clips to form towers and/or
accordian style arrangements. The connections allow for structural integrity and vertical stability (shown on
opposite page).
Units E and F can be constructed using the 4T connector and 4.69” tubes as feet thereby creating a stand-alone
unit. The above kits will contain ample components to construct the amounts as shown.

included parts:
tube lengths & quantities

large kit:
medium kit:
small kit:

31.18” x 136
31.18” x 102
31.18” x 68

20.28” x 136
20.28” x 102
20.28” x 68

15.08” x 130
15.08” x 80
15.08” x 56

10.39” x 136
10.39” x 102
10.39” x 68

4.69” x 130
4.69” x 80
4.69” x 56

connector types & quantities

2F x 120
2F x 90
2F x 60

2T x 180
2T x 122
2T x 78

3P x 180
3P x 122
3P x 78

3T x 125
3T x 93
3T x 62

accessory types & quantities

620 x 40
620 x 32
620 x 20

728A x 284 730 x 94
728A x 200 730 x 72
728A x 134 730 x 42

Consort Display Group

4P x 79
4P x 59
4P x 40

4T x 105
4T x 78
4T x 52

5T x 105
5T x 78
5T x 52

6T x 105
6T x 78
6T x 52

tools

506 x 40
506 x 28
506 x 20

nylon
mallet (913)

disconnect
tool (915)

extractor
rod (EX-ABS)

2 per kit

2 per kit

1 per kit

2129 Portage Street

Kalamazoo, MI 49001

assembly instructions
how the abstracta modular display system works:
The Abstracta system combines a variety of tube lengths, friction-fit connectors, and
accessories to form structured units utilizing shelving and vertical panels. The result is a
versatile display system designed to fit your needs.

calibrated tubes and connectors

All stock lengths of the 13mm Abstracta tubing are calibrated to ensure dependable
and accurate joining with the 13mm connectors. For the best possible results, use only
genuine Abstracta calibrated tubing with your Abstracta connectors.

assembly

Using a nylon mallet and a protected hard surface, the system can be assembled quickly and easily. We encourage
the use of the Abstracta Nylon Mallet (913) for assembly and the Abstracta Disconnect Tool (915) and Extractor Rod
(Ex-Abs) for taking the stands apart. Additionally, we recommend using a small amount of non-corrosive lubricant on
the connector tips prior to assembly. Build the horizontal or vertical sections of the unit first.
Attempting to build in both directions simultaneously makes assembly more difficult.

graphic exhibition kit designs

Designs A – F (shown on page two) are individual poster frames. Styles E and F incorporate feet making them free-standing. Panel clips (728A) should be attached to vertical
panels before attaching them to the tubes. A minimum of one clip per side is recommended. Longer lengths or more flexible substrates may require more clips. Put
pressure on both sides of panel when attaching. Connecting the poster frames
with S-clips (730) will enhance the design options by allowing a variety of angled
configurations including triangular and accordian style displays (see below).

detailed assembly options

2T

s-clip (730)

2F
3P

All colors shown on the connections
are for explanatory purposes only.

3P
Plastic glides (506) are inserted
into the short ‘feet’. All open
tubes should have plastic glides
inserted. To avoid damage, do
not insert the plastic glides until
after the unit is assembled.
4T
A, B, C, D

phone: 269.388.4532

E

506

F

fax: 269.344.4696

web: www.abstracta.com

additional displays & information
tower units & shelving

Utilizing the 3T, 5T, and 6T connectors will form 90 displays that are free-standing and can incorporate shelving options
as well as graphics. The 620 clips (shown below) will attach on four horizontal corner tubes to support shelves. Each
kit allows for versatility which encourages variety and creativity to meet the needs of changing programs and venues.
Additional components are available separately. Contact our sales team for easy ordering.

620
shelf clip

2T

3T

3P

4T

5T

6T

finishes

All kits are available in a bright
chrome plating or matte black
powder coat.

disassembly

Similar to a slide hammer, the Disconnect Tool (915) allows for an even distribution of pressure on
the connection. Using the mallet or a hammer to disassemble increases the risk of breaking connectors. To use the tool, firmly grasp the tube and position it in the channel of the Disconnect
Tool with the larger end of the tool facing the connector. Rotate the tool to contact the flat
end of the one of more connector arms. Firmly strike the connector arms with the tool until
loose. Point the tube down so the connector will not harm anything when disconnected.

storage

Your complete kit can easily be stored fully assembled or disassembled as you
chose. Abstracta is constructed from steel tubes with metal alloy connectors and
therefore should be stored in a dry facility. Abstracta is fully recyclable.

ordering

Contact our sales team by fax, phone or email to order Graphit Exhibition Kits. Please specify size and color of
finish. All prices shown are list prices in U.S. Dollars, F.O.B. Kalamazoo, MI and do not include shipping or
applicable taxes. Prices are subject to change without notice. All major credit cards are accepted.
All orders are shipped within 20 working days from receipt of purchase order. Shipments will be made according
to your shipping and receiving instructions. If no instructions are provided, shipments will be sent UPS Worldwide
Expedited or Standard Ground when applicable and shipping charges will be added to the final invoice.
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